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In this paper, we will investigate the tracking control for a class of uncertain
nonlinear dynamical systems described by differential inclusions. A generalized
feedback control is constructed such that the feedback-controlled system satisfies
the tracking property and the trajectories of the system are steered to the
pre-specified observation map with an exponential convergence rate. Moreover, an
estimation of the tracking time of the trajectories attaining the observation map is
given. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In most earlier work on tracking control of uncertain nonlinear systems,
the dynamics of the systems are described by usual ordinary differential
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Ž w x.equations see 4]7 . However, in many practical applications, there is
need to use some discontinuous control or there is need to consider more
general types of uncertainties. These make the traditional theory of
ordinary differential equations unapplicable for both analysis and synthesis
purposes; i.e., the traditional Caratheodory concepts become useless. Con-Â
sequently, we will use more general differential inclusions to describe the
Ž w x.dynamics of the uncertain system as follows see 1]3
x t g F x t , y t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç
y t g G x t , y t , u t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç
w . Ž . pwhere t g 0, ‘ is the time variable, u t g R is the control input, and
Ž . n Ž . mx t g R , y t g R denote the states of the system. The set-valued
Ž Ž . Ž .. n Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. mmaps F x t , y t : R and G x t , y t , u t : R are the sets of all
Ž . n Ž . mcandidate velocities x t g R and y t g R , respectively, that take intoÇ Ç
account disturbances andror perturbations of the system. With the state
Ž .feedback u s u x, y , the feedback-controlled system becomes
x t g F x t , y t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç
1.1Ž .
y t g G x t , y t , u x t , y t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ç
We further introduce a set-valued map H: R n ‹ R m, regarded as an
observation map.
w xDEFINITION 1.1 1, Definition 8.1.1, p. 282 . We say that F, G, and H
Ž . Ž .satisfy the tracking property if for any initial state x , y g Graph H ,0 0
Ž Ž . Ž ..there exists at least one solution x ? , y ? to the system of differential
Ž . Ž . w . Ž .inclusions 1.1 starting at x , y , defined on 0, ‘ and satisfying y t g0 0
Ž Ž ..H x t for all t G 0.
Remark 1.1. The tracking property is equivalent to the fact that the
Ž wgraph of H is a viability domain of the function cf. 3, Proposition 10.2.7,
x.pp. 398]399 :
x , y ‹ F x , y = G x , y [ F x , y = G x , y , u x , y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
In this paper we will consider the tracking problem for a class of
uncertain nonlinear systems. The goal is to find a generalized feedback
Ž .control u s u x, y such that the feedback-controlled system together with
the pre-specified single-valued continuously differentiable observation map
Ž . n mh ? enjoy the tracking property, where h: R “ R is a Lipschitz map;
that is, there exists a constant K G 0 such thath
n5 5h x y h y F K x y y for all x , y g R .Ž . Ž . h
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Ž . Ž .In this case, for any initial state x , y g Graph h , there exist solutions0 0
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..x ? , y ? to the system 1.1 such that y t s h x t for all t G 0.
Ž . Ž .Furthermore, if x , y f Graph h , then, under the generalized feedback0 0
control, all solutions to these differential inclusions are linked by this
observation map in the sense that its graph is a viable manifold in a finite
time.
5 5Denote ? as the Euclidean norm or the corresponding induced norm
5 Ž .5 5 5 Ž .4of a matrix and F x :’ sup z : z g F x , where F is a set-valued
map.
w xDEFINITION 1.2 1, p. 62 . Let F: X ‹ Y be a set-valued map from the
Ž .domain X, denoted as Dom F , into the codomain Y. We say that F has
5 Ž .5linear growth if there exists a positive constant c such that F x [
5 5 Ž5 5 . Ž .sup y F c x q 1 for each x g Dom F . We say that F is ay g F Ž x .
Marchaud map if it is nontrivial, upper semicontinuous, has compact
convex images and linear growth. Clearly, any single-valued Lipschitz maps
are Marchaud maps.
w x n m n n mLEMMA 1.1 1, p. 283 . Assume that F: R = R ‹ R , G: R = R
‹ R m are Marchaud maps and the graph of the set-¤alued map H is a closed
Ž . Ž . Ž .subset of Dom F l Dom G . Then the triple F, G, H enjoys the tracking
property if and only if H is a solution to the partial differential inclusion
0 g DH x , y F x , y y G x , y for all x , y g Graph H , 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .where DH x, y is the contingent deri¤ati¤e of H at x, y g Graph H .
Proof. By Definition 1.1, this theorem amounts to saying that the
Ž .closed subset Graph H enjoys the viability property of the function
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž w x.x, y ‹ F x, y = G x, y if and only if cf. 3, Proposition 10.2.7, p. 399
T x , y l F x , y = G x , y / BŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .GraphŽH .
for all x , y g Graph H ,Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .where T x, y denotes the tangent cone of Graph H . This isGraphŽH .
Ž wequivalent to saying that cf. 1, Definition 7.1.1, p. 240; 3, Definition 5.1.1,
x.p. 181
; x , y g Graph H , DH x , y F x , y l G x , y / B;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
that is,
; x , y g Graph H , 0 g DH x , y F x , y y G x , y .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
The proof is now complete.
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2. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND MAIN RESULTS
Consider the following uncertain dynamical system
x t g F x t , y t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç
2.1aŽ .
y t g G x t , y t , u t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç
F x , y [ f x , y q F x , y , 2.1bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .a
G x , y , u [ g x , y q Q x , y u q Q x , y F x , y q F u ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b g
2.1cŽ .
w . Ž . pwhere t g 0, ‘ is the time variable, u t g R is the control inputs, and
Ž . n Ž . mx t g R , y t g R denote the states of the system. The set-valued
Ž . n Ž . p Ž . pmaps F x, y : R , F x, y : R , and F u : R model the systema b g
uncertainty. The functions f : R n = R m “ R n, g : R n = R m “ R m, and
Q: R n = R m “ R m= p are single-valued continuous and have linear
growth.
Throughout the paper, the following assumptions are made.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A1 F x, y and F x, y and F u are upper semicontinuous witha b g
convex and compact values;
Ž . 5 Ž .5 5 5 Ž .4 Ž . nA2 F x, y [ max n : n g F x, y F k x, y for all x g R ,a a a
y g R m;
Ž . 5 Ž .5 5 5 Ž .4 Ž . nA3 F x, y [ max n : n g F x, y F k x, y for all x g R ,b b b
y g R m;
Ž . 5 Ž .5 5 5 Ž .4 5 5 pA4 F u [ max z : z g F u F r u for all u g R ;g g
Ž . 5 Ž . Ž .5 5 Ž . 5 Ž .4 5 Ž . 5A5 Q x, y F u [ max Q x, y z : z g F u F r Q x, y ug g 1
for all x g R n, y g R m, and u g R p;
Ž . 5 Ž . 5 5 5 n m pA6 Q x, y u F r u for all x g R , y g R , and u g R ;2
Ž . w Ž .x n mA7 rank Q x, y s m F p for all x g R , y g R , and
y1 y1T T0 - QQ Q [ spu Q x , y Q x , y Q x , y - ‘,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ½ 5‘
n mxgR , ygR
Ž . Ž .where k x, y , k x, y are nonnegative real-valued functions with lineara b
growth and r - 1, r and r are known positive constants.1 2
Ž .First consider the system 2.1 without uncertainty described as
x t s f x t , y t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç
2.2Ž .
y t s g x t , y t q Q x t , y t u t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ç
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Ž .Observe that the original system 2.1 may be regarded as the model of the
Ž .nominal system 2.2 subject to uncertainty. Hence our feedback control
may naturally assume the composite form
u t s u t q u t . 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n c
Ž .Roughly speaking, in the absence of any uncertainties, the control u t isn
Ž .used to make the per-specified observation map y s h x become a viable
Ž . Ž .manifold. The control u t , in the presence of the uncertainty in 2.1 , isc
used to force the trajectories attain the the observation map in a finite
time.
Ž .Consider the nominal system 2.2 , which is only controlled by the
Ž .control u t , as followsn
x t s f x t , y t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç
2.4Ž .
y t s g x t , y t q Q x t , y t u t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ç n
Ž . nLEMMA 2.1. Let the control u s u x, y be such that for all x g R ,n n
y g R m,
› h xŽ .
Q x , y u s A y y h x y g x , y q f x , y , 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n › x
Ž .where h x is a pre-specified single-¤alued continuously differentiable Lipschitz
obser¤ation map on R n and A is any Hurwitz m = m matrix. Then, the
Ž .control u makes the systems 2.4 satisfy the tracking property.n
Ž . Ž .Proof. For all x, y g Graph h , we have
Dh x , y f x , y y g x , y y Q x , y uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . n
› h xŽ .
s f x , y y g x , y y A y y h xŽ . Ž . Ž .
› x
› h xŽ .
q g x , y y f x , yŽ . Ž .
› x
s yA y y h x s 0.Ž .
The proof is thus completed in view of Lemma 1.1.
Ž .Remark 2.1. In Lemma 1.1, Q x, y is not necessarily invertible. This
Ž . Ž .shows that solutions u s u x, y of 2.5 are not unique.n n
Remark 2.2. Let h: R n ‹ R m be a single-valued continuously differ-
Ž . Ž . Ž .entiable map, the contingent derivative Dh x, y of h at x, y g Graph h
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž . .in the direction u is given by Dh x, y u s › h x r› x u.
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Ž .Consider now the differentially included uncertain system 2.1 with
Ž .control 2.3 . Let
u x , y s yk x , y ? C QT x , y M y y h x , 2.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Žc
where M is the positive definite symmetric m = m matrix satisfying the
following Lyapunov equation
ATM q MA s yL, 2.7Ž .
L is an arbitrary positive definite symmetric m = m matrix and A is an
Ž .Hurwitz m = m matrix, k x, y is a positive real-valued function with
linear growth satisfying
k x , y G k x , y , 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž .0
y1k x , y [ 1 y rŽ . Ž .0
› h xŽ .q 5 5? Q x , y k x , y q k x , y q r u q d ,Ž . Ž . Ž .a b n› x
Qq is the right inverse of Q, d is any positive constant, and
5 5jr j , if j / 0,
C j ’ 2.9Ž . Ž .p½ < 5 5 4u g R u F 1 , if j s 0,
is upper semicontinuous on R p.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.2. With 2.3 , 2.6 ] 2.9 , we ha¤e
› h xŽ .
0 g F x , y y Q x , y u q F x , y q F uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .a c b g› x
Ž . Ž . Ž .if and only if y s h x , i.e., x, y g Graph h .
Proof. If
› h xŽ .
0 g F x , y y Q x , y u q F x , y q F u ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a c b g› x
then
› h xŽ .q0 g Q x , y F x , y y u y F x , y q F u ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a c b g› x
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Ž . Ž . Ž .and for some n g F x, y , u g u , w g F x, y , z g F u , we havea c b g
› h xŽ .qQ x , y n y u y w q z s 0,Ž . Ž .
› x
2.10Ž .
› h xŽ .qu s Q x , y n y w q z .Ž . Ž .
› x
Ž . T Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Let u s C j , where j s Q x, y M y y h x . If j s 0, then y s h x ;
Ž .i.e., Lemma 2.2 holds. Suppose that j / 0, i.e., y / h x . Then we have
QT x , y M y y h xŽ . Ž .Ž .
5 5u s / 0 and u s 1.
TQ x , y M y y h xŽ . Ž .Ž .
Ž .Taking norms on both sides of 2.10 , we obtain
› h xŽ .q5 5k x , y u s Q x , y n y w q zŽ . Ž . Ž .
› x
› h xŽ .q 5 5 5 5F Q x , y n q w q zŽ .
› x
› h xŽ .qF Q x , y k x , y q k x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .a b› x
5 5 5 5q r u q rk x , y u .Ž .n
Then we have
5 5 5 51 y r k x , y u F 1 y r k x , y uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .0
› h xŽ .q 5 5F Q x , y k x , y q k x , y q r u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .a b n› x
q 5 5Q x , y › h x r› x k x , y q k x , y q r uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . a b n
5 5u F q 5 5Q x , y › h x r› x k x , y q k x , y q r u q dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . a b n
[ s - 1,
5 5 Ž .contradicting the fact that u s 1. Hence we have y s h x .
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Ž . T Ž . Ž Ž ..Conversely, let y s h x . Then we have j [ Q x, y M y y h x s 0.
Note that
› h xŽ .qQ x , y F x , y y F x , y q F uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a b g› x
› h xŽ .q 5 5 5 5Q x , y k x , y q k x , y q r u q rk x , y u ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a b n› x
5 5where u F 1,
› h xŽ .q 5 5Q x , y k x , y q k x , y q r u q rk x , yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .a b n› x
F k x , y .Ž .
Ž . Ž .This show that, by 2.6 and 2.9 , we can select a u g u such thatÃ c
Ž . p 5 5u s k x, y u for some u g R with u F 1 satisfying the followingÃ
inclusion:
› h xŽ .qu g Q x , y F x , y y F x , y y F u ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ã Ž .a b g› x
that is,
› h xŽ .q0 g Q x , y F x , y y u y F x , y q F u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a c b g› x
Hence we have
0 s Q x , y ? 0Ž .
› h xŽ .qg Q x , y Q x , y F x , y y u y F x , y q F uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a c b g› x
› h xŽ .
s F x , y y Q x , y u q F x , y q F u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a c b g› x
This completes our proof.
Note that the existence of the solutions of the feedback-controlled
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .system 2.1 , satisfying A1 ] A7 , subject to the controller 2.3 with
Ž . Ž . w x2.5 ] 2.9 is guaranteed; see, for instance, 2, Theorem 4, p. 101 .
Ž .LEMMA 2.3. The feedback-controlled systems of 2.1 satisfy the assump-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tions A1 ] A6 , subject to the controller 2.3 with 2.5 ] 2.8 . Then F x, y
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .and G x, y ’ G x, y, u x, y in 2.1 are Marchaud maps.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. By A1 , F x, y and G x, y are upper semicontinuous with
convex and compact values for all x g R n, y g R m. From Definition 1.2,
Ž . Ž .we need only check that F x, y and G x, y are dominated by any linear
Ž . Ž .growth maps, which implies that F x, y and G x, y are Marchaud maps.
Ž .By A2 , we have
5 5F x , y [ sup z F f x , y q F x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .a
Ž .zgF x , y
F f x , y q k x , y .Ž . Ž .a
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since f x, y and k x, y have linear growth, this implies that F x, y hasa
linear growth.
Ž . Ž . Ž . n mBy A3 , A4 , and A5 , we have, for all x g R , y g R ,
5 5G x , y [ sup zŽ .
Ž .zgG x , y
F g x , y q Q x , y u q Q x , y F x , y q F uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b g
F g x , y q Q x , y uŽ . Ž .
q Q x , y F x , y q Q x , y F uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .b g
F g x , y q Q x , y u q r k x , y q r Q x , y uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 b 1
F g x , y q 1 q r Q x , y u q r k x , y . 2.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 b
Note that, for all x g R n, y g R m, we have
Q x , y u s Q x , y u q uŽ . Ž . Ž .n c
› h xŽ .
F A y y h x y g x , y f x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .
› x
q Q x , y uŽ . c
5 5 5 5F A y q h x q g x , y q K f x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . h
q r k x , y . 2.12Ž . Ž .2
Ž . Ž . n mCombining 2.11 and 2.12 , we obtain, for all x g R , y g R ,
5 5G x , y [ sup z F 2 q r g x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .1
Ž .zgG x , y
5 5 5 5q 1 q r A y q h x q K f x , y q r k x , yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 h 2
q r k x , y .Ž .2 b
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Ž .Hence G x, y is dominated by a linear growth map. This shows that
Ž .G x, y has linear growth.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.1. The feedback-controlled system 2.1 , satisfying A1 ]
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A7 , subject to the controller 2.3 with 2.5 ] 2.8 , satisfies the tracking
property.
Ž .Proof. Under the hypotheses of the theorem, by Lemma 2.3, F x, y
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .and G x, y ’ G x, y, u x, y in 2.1 are Marchaud maps. Then, by
Ž .Ž Ž .. Ž .Lemma 1.1, it only suffices to show that 0 g Dh x, y F x, y y G x, y
Ž . Ž .for all x, y g Graph h , which implies that the feedback-controlled sys-
Ž .tem satisfies the tracking property. Note that by lemma 2.1 and 2.3 , for
Ž . Ž .all x, y g Graph h , we have
Dh x , y F x , y y G x , yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s Dh x , y f x , y q F x , y y g x , yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .a
y Q x , y u y Q x , y F x , y q F uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .b g
› h xŽ .
s f x , y y g x , y y Q x , y uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . n› x
› h xŽ .
q F x , y y Q x , y u y Q x , y F x , y q F uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a c b g› x
› h xŽ .
s yA y y h x q F x , y y Q x , y uŽ . Ž . Ž .a c› x
y Q x , y F x , y q F uŽ . Ž . Ž .b g
› h xŽ .
s F x , y y Q x , y u y Q x , y F x , y q F uŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a c b g› x
› h xŽ .
s F x , y y Q x , y u q F x , y q F u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a c b g› x
Ž . Ž .Then, by Lemma 2.2, we have, for all x, y g Graph h ,
› h xŽ .
0 g F x , y y Q x , y u q F x , y q F u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a c b g› x
Ž .Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .This shows that 0 g Dh x, y F x, y y G x, y for all x, y g Graph h .
This completes our proof.
Ž . Ž .Denote l W and l W as the minimum and the maximum eigenval-m M
ues of the real symmetric matrix W, respectively. The Euclidean inner
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² : ²² ::product is denoted by ? , ? . We also define x, S to be the subset
² : < 4 ²² :: ² :x, s s g S of R and define x, S F K to mean x, s F K for all
s g S, where K g R.
Ž .THEOREM 2.2. The trajectories of the feedback-controlled system 2.1 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .satisfying A1 ] A7 , subject to the controller 2.3 with 2.5 ] 2.8 , are
Ž .steered to the pre-specified obser¤ation map h ? with an exponential con¤er-
gence rate; moreo¤er, an estimation of the tracking time t of the trajectoriesf
Ž .attaining h x is bounded by
y1TQQ Q l MŽ .Ž . M‘
e 0 ,Ž .(d l MŽ .m
5 Ž .5 5 Ž . Ž Ž ..5where e 0 s y 0 y h x 0 denotes the distance of the initial state to
Ž .the observation map h x .
Ž .Proof. Let e s y y h x be the deviation of the state y from the
Ž .observation map h x . For simplicity in notation, we set
f x , e [ f x , e q h x , g x , e [ g x , e q h x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
F x , e [ F x , e q h x , F x , e [ F x , e q h x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .a a b b
k x , e [ k x , e q h x , k x , e [ k x , e q h x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .a a
k x , e [ k x , e q h x , Q x , e [ Q x , e q h x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .b b
QT x , e [ QT x , e q h x , Qq x , e [ Qq x , e q h x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Ž .In terms of state x and error e, the closed-loop system 2.1 becomes
x t g f x t , e t q F x t , e t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ç a
e t g Ae t q Q x t , e t u t q Q x t , e t F x t , e t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç c
where
F x t , e t [ F x t , e t q F u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .b g
› h xŽ .qy Q x t , e t F x t , e t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .a› x
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Ž . Ž . T mLet V e s 1r2 e Me for all e g R . Then we have, for all e / 0,
1 T T TÇ ² : ²² ::V e s e Me q e Me s e Me g Me, Ae q Me, Q x , e uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ç Ç Ç c2
q Me, Q x , e F x , e q F u q uŽ . Ž . Ž .b g n c¦¦
› h xŽ .qyQ x , e F x , eŽ . Ž .a ;;› x
s eTMAe q QT x , e Me, u²² ::Ž . c
q QT x , e Me, F x , e q F u q uŽ . Ž . Ž .b g n c¦¦
› h xŽ .qyQ x , e F x , eŽ . Ž .a ;;› x
1
T TF y e Le y k x , e Q x , e MeŽ . Ž .
2
› h xŽ .q5 5q k x , e q r u q rk x , e q Q x , e k x , eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .b n a› x
T? Q x , e MeŽ .
1
T Ts y e Le y 1 y r k x , e Q x , e MeŽ . Ž . Ž .
2
› h xŽ .q5 5q k x , e q r u q Q x , e k x , eŽ . Ž . Ž .b n a› x
T? Q x , e MeŽ .
1
T TF y e Le y d Q x , e Me - 0. 2.13Ž . Ž .
2
ÇŽ Ž .. Ž . ŽThis shows that V e t is a decreasing function in t and V e F y1r
. T Ž . Ž .5 5 2 Ž . Ž . Ž .5 5 2 Ž2 e Le. Since 1r2 l M e F V e F 1r2 l M e and 1rm M
. Ž .5 5 2 Ž . T2 l L e F 1r2 e Le, we havem
l LŽ .mT TÇV e F y1r2 e Le F y1r2 l L e e F y V e .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m l MŽ .M
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Hence for any t G 0, we have
2 ywŽl ŽL..rŽl ŽM ..x tm M1r2 l M e t F V e t F V e 0 eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .m
2 ywŽl ŽL..r Žl ŽM ..x tm MF 1r2 l M e 0 e .Ž . Ž . Ž .M
This shows that the trajectories y of the feedback-controlled system are
Ž .steered to the observation map h x with an exponential convergence rate.
Ž . Ž .5 5 2 Ž . T Ž .Since 1r2 l M e F 1r2 e Me s V e , we havem
1 y1T TV e s e, QQ QQ MeŽ . Ž .¦ ;
2
1 y1T T5 5 5 5F QQ Q e Q MeŽ .
2
1r21 2V eŽ .y1T T5 5F QQ Q Q Me ,Ž . ‘ ž /2 l MŽ .m
1r2
2l MŽ .m 1r2T5 5Q Me G V e . 2.14Ž . Ž .Ž .2y1ž /TQQ QŽ . ‘
Ž . Ž .By 2.13 and 2.14 , we have
1r2
2l MŽ .m 1r2TÇ 5 5V e F yd Q Me F yd V e . 2.15Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2y1ž /TQQ QŽ . ‘
Ž Ž ..Without loss of generality, we assume that V e 0 / 0; otherwise the
Ž .trajectories attain h x at t s 0. Let t be the smallest time of thef
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..trajectories attaining h x , i.e., V e t s 0 and V e t / 0 for all t gf
w .0, t , where t ) 0. First, we show that t is finite. Suppose that t isf f f f
Ž Ž .. Ž .infinite. Then V e t / 0 for all t ) 0, and by 2.15 , we have, for all
t ) 0,
1r2
2l MŽ .Ž Ž .. tV e t my1r2V dV F y d dt ,Ž .H H 2y1ž /Ž Ž ..V e 0 0 TQQ QŽ . ‘
1r2
2l MŽ .m1r2 1r22 V e t y V e 0 F yd t ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . 2y1ž /TQQ QŽ . ‘ 2.16Ž .
1r2
2l MŽ .m1r2 1r22 V e 0 y V e t G d t .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . 2y1ž /TQQ QŽ . ‘
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Ž Ž .. Ž .Since V e t “ 0 as t “ ‘, we obtain, by 2.16 ,
1r2 1r2 1r22 V e 0 s lim 2 V e 0 y V e tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /
t“‘
1r2
2l MŽ .mG lim d t s ‘.2y1t“‘ ž /T 0QQ QŽ . ‘
Ž Ž Ž ...1r2This contradicts the fact that 2 V e 0 - ‘. Thus t is finite. Note thatf
Ž .by 2.15 , we obtain
1r2
2l MŽ .Ž Ž .. tV e t mfy1r2f V dV F y d dt.Ž .H H 2y1ž /Ž Ž ..V e 0 0 TQQ QŽ . ‘
This implies that
1r21r2 1r2y2 V e 0 s 2 V e t y V e 0Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .ž /f
1r2
2l MŽ .mF yd t .f2y1ž /TQQ QŽ . ‘
Ž . Ž . Ž .5 5 2Since V e F 1r2 l M e , we obtainM
1r2
2l M 1Ž .m
d t F 2 l M e 0 .Ž . Ž .(f M2y1 2ž /TQQ QŽ . ‘
Hence
y1TQQ Q l MŽ .Ž . M‘
t F e 0 .Ž .f (d l MŽ .m
3. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In order to illustrate our design procedure, an example is provided in
the following.
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Ž .EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the uncertain system 2.1 described by differ-
ential inclusions, where
f x , y s 2 q x q y q y sin x , g x , y s 3 q y q x q x cos y ,Ž . Ž .
< < < <1 x q y
Q x , y s , ,Ž . 2 2 < < < <1 q x q y1 q sin x q cos yŽ . Ž .
F x , y s a 1 q x sin y q y cos x q a SIGN xy ,Ž . Ž . Ž .a
y1, xy - 0,¡~w xy1, 1 , xy s 0,SIGN xy sŽ . ¢1, xy ) 0,
< <b x y y cos x q 1001F x , y s ,Ž .b < <b x y y sin y q 102
5 5F u s cu sin u ,Ž . Ž .g
y1 F a F 1, y1 F b F 1, y1 F b F 1 and y0.5 F c F 0.5.1 2
Note that, for all x g R , y g R , u g R 2, we have
< < < <F x , y F 2 q x q y ,Ž .a
< < < <F x , y F 2 x q y q 110 ,Ž . Ž .b
5 5F u F u r2.Ž .g
Ž . Ž .From A2 ] A4 , we have
< < < < < < < <k x , y s 2 q x q y , k x , y s 2 x q y q 110 , r s 0.5.Ž . Ž . Ž .a b
For example, for a s 1, b s 1, b s 1, c s 0.5, and c s 0.5, some1 2 1 2
typical phase trajectories of the uncontrolled system are depicted in Fig.
3.1.
Ž .If we choose A s y1 and L s 2, then, by 2.6 , we have M s 1.
Ž . Ž .Furthermore, let h x s 2 x and d s 0.5 in 2.6 ; then we can calculate the
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .explicit form of the controller u t given by 2.3 with 2.5 ] 2.8 , i.e.,
u t s u x t , y t q u x t , y t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n c
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FIG. 3.1. Typical phase trajectories of the uncontrolled system.
where
u x , y s 1 q 3 x y x cos y q 2 y sin xŽ . Ž .n
2 21 q sin x q cos yŽ . Ž .
= , if x , y / 0, 0 ;Ž . Ž .2
< < < < < < < <1 q x q y r2 x q yŽ . Ž .
1u x , y s if x , y s 0, 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .n 0
u t s yk x , y C j ,Ž . Ž . Ž .c
< < < <k x , y s 2 222 q 20 x q 11 y ,Ž . Ž .
2 2y y 2 x r 1 q sin x q cos yŽ . Ž . Ž .
j s ,
< < < < < < < <y y 2 x ? x q y r 1 q x q yŽ . Ž . Ž .
2 21 q sin x q cos y r2Ž . Ž .Ž .qQ x , y s if x , y / 0, 0 ;Ž . Ž . Ž .
< < < < < < < <1 q x q y r2 x q yŽ . Ž .
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FIG. 3.2. Typical phase trajectories of the feedback-controlled system.
1qQ x , y s if x , y s 0, 0 .Ž . Ž . Ž .0
By Theorem 2.2, the trajectories of the feedback-controlled system reach
Ž . Ž .the observation map h x in a finite time and remain on h x thereafter.
Some typical phase trajectories of the feedback-controlled system are
depicted in Fig. 3.2.
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